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1 Introduction

(question responses and lecture watching activities)
given in chronological order
Output: Expected response (option a,b,c or d)
for each newly encountered question
Goal: To predict a student’s response to newly
encountered multiple-choice questions assessing certain parts of their English skills.
Metrics: Accuracy, ROC-AUC

Knowledge Tracing (KT), i.e. tracing student
knowledge from their learning history, is one of
the most important problems in the field of Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIEd) [18, 9, 11, 15,
24]. Through KT, an Intelligent Tutoring System
(ITS)[3] can understand each student’s learning behavior and provide learning experience adapted to
all individuals [13].
A variety of methods including Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT)[23, 17, 22, 6], Deep Knowledge
Tracing (DKT) [18], various reinforcement learning
techniques [19, 12, 8, 14, 20, 25, 21] and many more
[15, 2, 24, 16] have been developed. The question
which methods are most effective for KT is still unsettled, partially because of limited scale of available
datasets [7, 16, 10, 4, 9, 11].
In order to help answer this question the authors of this task [1] have developed a large-scale
ITS dataset called EdNet with different student
activities ranging from question solving to lecture
watching activities [5]. The EdNet dataset is the
largest of its kind in the world, containing 123M
interactions coming from more than 1M users.

3. Dropout Prediction
Input: Each user’s history of learning behaviors
(question responses and lecture watching activities)
given in chronological order
Output: Expected dropout probability for each
newly encountered activity (question, lecture)
Goal: To predict a student’s likelihood for dropout
(large gap in learning activities) during learning activities.
Metrics: Accuracy, ROC-AUC

2 Dataset Description
The EdNet dataset contains complete lists of interactions students made on SANTA [8], an ITS
specifically developed for preparing students for the
TOEIC exam. For each student, the interactions
are sorted and provided in a separate table. Since
the table includes educational tags of each learning
item, methods like BKT can effectively make use
of pedagogical properties to estimate a student’s
knowledge state.
Examples of training data, example test, lectures
and questions are available at:
https://gitlab.fit.cvut.cz/mazeltom/mvi-sp/
blob/master/Examples_of_available_data_sets.
md.

The aim of the project [1] is to perform the
following tasks with the EdNet data:
1. Correctness Prediction
Input: Each user’s history of learning behaviors
(question responses and lecture watching activities)
given in chronological order
Output: Expected correctness probability (correct/incorrect) for each newly encountered question
Goal: To predict a student’s response correctness
(correct/incorrect) to newly encountered multiplechoice questions assessing certain parts of their English skills.
Metrics: Accuracy, ROC-AUC

3 Methods
Two different approaches were tested.
1. A neuronal network with an input layer, several hidden layers with dropout and a dense output
layer. An effort was made to optimize the param-

2. Response Prediction
Input: Each user’s history of learning behaviors
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eters of the hidden layers and the droupout rates
using optuna, a hyperparameter optimization framework. This model was implemented using Keras
and Tensorflow. The optimization suggested a network with two units with 128 neurons in one layer
(dropout rate 0.158) and 64 neurons in the second
layer (dropout rate 0.264).

shows the most important parameters for performance prediction.

2. A combination of LGBM (Light Gradient
Boosting Machine, a decision tree based algorithm)
and SAKT (Self-Attentive model for Knowledge
Tracing) [15]. SAKT architecture was similar to
that published by Pandey et al. [15], i.e. it consisted of an embedding, a self-attention layer, a feed
forward and a prediction layer. This model was
implemented using LGB and Torch.
Both methods were taken from solvers available
in the competition.

Figure 2: Results obtained with the 128–64 network
architecture.

4 Results
Method 1 - Classical feed forward network
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Hyperparameter optimization using the optuna framework suggested relatively good results for 2 inner
layers with 128 neurons each or with 128 and 64
neurons.
The table below shows the three best neural network
architectures found.
Network architecture

Dropout rates

Score

128,128

0,176112,0,213058

0,7670979

128,64

0,150727-0,126969

0,7670460

128,128

0,155383,0,168237

0,7670460

5 Conclusion

128,128

0,174529,0,219706

0,7669651

128-64

0,162066,0,110946

0,7669593

Two distinct methods were tested to solve the problem of Answer Correctness Prediction, a classical
feed forward neural network with hyperparameter
optimization and a combined LGBM/SAKT approach. The LGBM/SAKT approach may provide
slightly better results in performance prediction,
however, many parameters of both methods should
be further optimized. Prediction accuracy was still
below 0.8. So far, only one of the goals of the competition was attempted to be solved. Further effort
should be made to fulfill the remaining two aims,
as well.

Figure 3: The importance of individual parameters
(LGBM/SAKT method)

Figure 1: Results of the optuna optimization of the
network architecture
Figure 2 shows the accuracy of predictions using
the network selected by the optimization procedure.
The best validation accuracy obtained was 0.7755,
the overall accuracy score was 0.76766.
Method 2 - Combined LGBM/SAKT approach
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